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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates to what extent it is possible to use traceroute-style probing for accurately tracking Internet path changes.
When the number of paths is large, the usual traceroute based
approach misses many path changes because it probes all paths
equally. Based on empirical observations, we argue that monitors
can optimize probing according to the likelihood of path changes.
We design a simple predictor of path changes using a nearestneighbor model. Although predicting path changes is not very accurate, we show that it can be used to improve probe targeting. Our
path tracking method, called DTRACK, detects up to two times more
path changes than traditional probing, with lower detection delay,
as well as providing complete load-balancer information.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.3 [Computer Systems Organization]: Computer Communication Networks—Network Operations—Network Monitoring;
C.4 [Computer Systems Organization]: Performance of Systems—Measurement Techniques

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Measurement

Keywords
Topology Mapping, Tracking, Prediction, Path Changes

1.

INTRODUCTION

Systems that detect Internet faults [9, 15] or prefix hijacks [34]
require frequent measurements of Internet paths, often taken with
traceroute. Topology mapping techniques periodically issue traceroutes and then combine observed links into a topology [14,17,25].
Content distribution networks continuously monitor paths and their
properties to select the “best” content server for user requests [10].
Similarly, overlay networks monitor IP paths to select the best overlay routing [1]. In all these examples, a source host issues traceroutes to a large number of destinations with the hope of tracking
paths as they change.
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The classical approach of probing all paths equally, however,
has practical limits. First, sources have a limited probing capacity
(constrained by source link capacity and CPU utilization), which
prevents them from issuing traceroutes frequently enough to observe changes on all paths. Second, Internet paths are often stable [8, 12, 24], so probing all paths at the same frequency wastes
probes on paths that are not changing while missing changes in
other paths. Finally, many paths today traverse routers that perform
load balancing [2]. Load balancing creates multiple simultaneous
paths from a source to a given destination. Ignoring load balancing
leads to traceroute errors and misinterpretation of path changes [8].
Accurately discovering all paths under load balancing, however, requires even more probes [31].
This paper shows that a monitor can optimize probing to track
path changes more efficiently than classical probing given the same
probing capacity. We develop DTRACK, a system that separates the
tracking of path changes into two tasks: path change detection and
path remapping. DTRACK only remaps (measures again the hops
of) a path once a change is detected. Path remapping uses Paris
traceroute’s multipath detection algorithm (MDA) [31], because it
accurately discovers all paths under load balancing. The key novelty of this paper is to design a probing strategy that predicts the
paths that are more likely to change and adapts the probing frequency accordingly. We make two main contributions:
Investigate the predictability of path changes. We use traceroute measurements from 70 PlanetLab nodes to train models of
path changes. We use RuleFit [13], a supervised machine learning
technique, to identify the features that help predict path changes
and to act as a benchmark (Sec. 3). RuleFit is too complex to be
used online. Hence, we develop a model to predict path changes,
called NN4, based on the K nearest-neighbor scheme, which can
be implemented efficiently and is as accurate as RuleFit (Sec. 4).
We find that prediction is difficult. Even though NN4 is not highly
accurate, it is effective for tracking path changes, as it can predict
paths that are more likely to change in the short term.
A probing strategy to track path changes. (Sec. 5) DTRACK
adapts path sampling rates to minimize the number of missed
changes based on NN4’s predictions. For each path, it sends a single probe per sample in a temporally striped form of traceroute.
We evaluate DTRACK with trace-driven simulations and show that,
for the probing budget used by DIMES [25], DTRACK misses 73%
fewer path changes than the state-of-the-art approach and detects
93% of the path changes in the traces.
DTRACK tracks path changes more accurately than previous
techniques. A closer look at path changes should enable research
on the fine-grained dynamics of Internet topology as well as ensure
that failure detection systems, content distribution, and overlay networks have up-to-date information on network paths.

2.

DEFINITIONS, DATA, AND METRICS

In this section we define key underlying concepts and present
the dataset we use. We establish the low-level path prediction goals
which underlie our approach to path tracking, and then present a
spectrum of candidate path features to be exploited to that end.

2.1 Virtual paths and routes
Following Paxson [24], we use virtual path to refer to the connectivity between a fixed source (here a monitor) and a destination
d. At any given time, a virtual path is realized by a route which we
call the current route. Since routing changes occur, a virtual path
can be thought of as a continuous time process P (t) which jumps
between different routes over time.
A route can be simple, consisting of a sequence of IP interfaces
from the monitor toward d, or branched, when one or more load
balancing routers are present, giving rise to multiple overlapping
sequences (branched routes are called “multi-paths” in [31]). A
route can be a sequence that terminates before reaching d. This
can occur due to routing changes (e.g., transient loops), or the absence of a complete route to the destination. By route length we
mean the length of its longest sequence, and we define the edit
distance between two routes as the minimum number of interface
insertions, deletions, and substitutions needed to make the IP interface sequences of each route identical. In the same way we can
define AS length and AS edit distance for a general route.
Let a virtual path P be realized by route r at time t, i.e., P (t) =
r. Suppose that the path will next jump to a new route at time td ,
and last jumped to the current route r at time tb . Then the age of
this instance of route r is A(r) = t − tb , its residual life is L(r) =
td −t, and its duration is D(r) = A(r)+L(r) = td −tb . Typically,
as we have just done, we will write A(r) instead of A(P (t)), and
so on, when the context makes the virtual path, time instant, and
hence route instance, clear.
In practice we measure virtual paths only at discrete times, resulting effectively in a sampling of the process P (t). A change can
be detected whenever two consecutive path measurements differ,
however the full details of the evolution of the virtual path between
these samples is unknown, and many changes may be missed. Unless stated otherwise, by (virtual) path change we mean a change
observed in this way. The change is deemed to have occurred at
the time of the second measurement. Hence, the measured age of
a route instance is always zero when it is first observed. This conservative approach underestimates route age with an error smaller
than the inter-measurement period.

2.2 Dataset
For our purposes, an ideal dataset would be a complete record
of the evolution of virtual paths, together with all sequences of IP
interfaces for each constituent route. Real world traces are limited
both in the frequency at which each virtual path can be sampled,
and the accuracy and completeness of the routing information obtained at each sample. In particular, the identification of the multiple IP interface sequences for branched routes requires a lot of
probes [31] and takes time, reducing the frequency at which we can
measure virtual paths. For this identification we use Paris traceroute’s Multipath Detection Algorithm (MDA) [31]. MDA provides strong statistical guarantees for complete route discovery in
the presence of an unknown number of load balancers. It is therefore ideal for reliable change detection, but is conservative and can
be expensive in probe use (see Sec. 5.4).
We address the above limitations by using traces collected with
FastMapping [8]. FastMapping measures virtual paths with a
modified version of Paris traceroute [2] that sends a single probe

per hop. Whenever a new IP interface is seen, FastMapping remeasures the route using MDA. In this way, the frequency at which
it searches for path changes is high, but when a change is detected,
the new route is mapped out thoroughly.
We use a publicly-available dataset collected from 70 PlanetLab
hosts during 5 weeks starting September 1st, 2010 [8]. Each monitor selects 1,000 destinations at random from a list of 34,820 randomly chosen reachable destinations. Each virtual path is measured
every 4.4 minutes on average. We complement the dataset with IPto-AS maps built from Team Cymru1 and UCLA’s IRL [23]. Although almost all monitors are connected to academic networks,
the destinations are not. As such, this dataset traverses 7,842 ASes
and covers 97% of large ASes [23].
We lack ground truth about path changes and the FastMapping
dataset may miss changes; however, all changes the dataset captures are real. Fig. 1 shows the distribution of all route durations in
the dataset. It is similar to Paxson’s findings that most routes are
short-lived: 60% of routes have durations under one hour.

2.3 Prediction goals and error metrics
We study three kinds of prediction: (i) prediction L̂(r) of the
residual lifetime L(r) of a route r = P (t) of some path observed
at time t, (ii) prediction N̂δ (P ) of the number of changes in the
path occurring in the time interval [t, t + δ], and (iii) prediction,
via an indicator function Iˆδ (r), of whether the current route will
change in the interval [t, t + δ] (Iδ (r) = 1), or not (Iδ (r) = 0).
In the case of residual lifetime, we measure the relative prediction error EL (r) = (L̂(r) − L(r))/L(r). This takes values in [−1, ∞), with EL (r) = 0 corresponding to a perfect
prediction. For N̂δ , we measure the absolute error ENδ (P ) =
N̂δ (P ) − Nδ (P ) because the relative prediction error is undefined
whenever Nδ (P ) = 0. For Iˆδ , we measure the error EIδ , the
fraction of time Iˆδ (r) = Iδ (r). This takes values in [0, 1], with
EIδ = 0.5 corresponding to a random predictor.

2.4 Virtual path features
A virtual path predictor needs to determine and exploit those features of the path and its history that carry the most information
about change patterns.
Paxson characterized virtual path stability using the notions of
route persistence, which is essentially route duration D(r), and
route prevalence [24], the proportion of time a given route is active. In the context of prediction, where only metrics derivable
from past data are available, these two measures translate to the
following two features of the route r which is current at time t: (i)
the route age A(r), and (ii) the (past) prevalence, the fraction of
time r was active over the window [t − τ, t]. We set the timescale
τ to τ = ∞ to indicate a window starting at the beginning of the
dataset.
Route age and prevalence are important prediction features. A
first idea of their utility is given in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively,
where the median, 25th, and 75th percentiles of route residual lifetimes are given as a function of the respective features (these were
computed based on periodic sampling of all virtual paths in the
dataset with period five minutes). In Fig. 2(a) for example we observe that younger routes have shorter residual lifetimes than older
routes, a possible basis for prediction. Similarly, Fig. 2(b) shows
that when prevalence is measured over a timescale of τ = 1 day,
routes with lower prevalence are more likely to die young.
Although route age and prevalence are each useful for prediction, they are not sufficient, as shown by the high variability in the
1
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Figure 1: Distribution of all route durations
in the dataset.
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Figure 2: Relationship between virtual path features and residual lifetime:
residual lifetime as a function of (a) route age and (b) route prevalence.

data (wide spread of the percentiles in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)). To do
better, additional features are needed. Our aim here is to define
a spectrum of features broad enough to capture essentially all information computable from the dataset which may have predictive
value. We do not know at this point which features are the important ones, nor how to combine them to make accurate predictions.
This is a task we address in Sec. 3.
We do not attempt to exploit spatial dependencies in this paper
for prediction, although they clearly exist. For example, changes
in routing tables impact multiple paths at roughly the same time.
The reason is that including spatial network information in RuleFit requires one predictive feature per link in the network, which is
computationally prohibitive. However, we can exploit spatial dependencies to improve path tracking efficiency through the probing
scheme, as we detail in Sec. 5.3.
Table 1 partitions all possible features into four categories:
(i) Current route – characterize the current route and its state;
(ii) Last change – capture any nearest neighbor interactions;
(iii) Timescale-based – metrics measured over a given timescale;
(iv) Event-based – metrics defined in ‘event-time’. We use this
scheme only as a framework to guide the selection of individual features. We aim to capture inherently different kinds of information and measures both of average behavior and variability.
Only features that are computable based on the information in the
dataset, together with available side-information (we use IP-to-AS
maps), are allowed.
The last four features in the Timescale-based category allow us
to identify virtual paths that are highly unstable and change repeatedly, as observed by previous work [22, 24, 30]. The features in the
Event-based category may involve time but are not defined based
on a preselected timescale. Instead, they try to capture patterns of
changes in the past, like oscillation between two routes. For computational reasons we limit ourselves to looking up to the 5 most
recent virtual path changes. In most of the cases this is already
sufficient to reach the beginning of the dataset.
Feature properties. Paths in the FastMapping dataset are stable 96% of the time, but experience short-lived instability periods.
Similar to Zhang et al. [32], we find that path changes are local
and usually close to destinations: 86% of changes are inside an AS
and 31% of path changes impact the destination’s AS. We also find
that 38% of path changes impact the path length, and 14% change
the AS-level path. Our previous work [8] presents a more detailed
characterization of path changes.
Tab. 1 shows the correlation between path features and residual
lifetime, computed by sampling the dataset with a Poisson process
with an average sampling period of 4 hours. For timescale-based

C ORRELATION
C URRENT ROUTE
WITH L(r)
Route Age
0.17
Length
-0.10
AS length
-0.10
Number of load balancers (i.e., hops with multiple next-hops)
-0.04
Indicator of whether the route reaches the destination
-0.03
L AST CHANGE
Duration of the previous route
0.03
Length difference
-0.07
AS length difference
-0.02
Edit distance
0.05
AS edit distance
0.07
T IMESCALE - BASED ( COMPUTED OVER [t − τ, t])
Prevalence of the current route
0.20
Average route duration
-0.11
Standard deviation of route durations
-0.13
Number of previous occurrences of the current route
-0.11
Number of virtual path changes
-0.14
E VENT- BASED
Times since the most recent occurrences of the current route
-0.08
Number of changes since the most recent occ. of the cur. route -0.09

Table 1: Set of candidate features underlying prediction.

features we show correlation values for τ = 1 day, and for eventbased features we show the highest correlation. These low correlation values indicate that no single feature can predict changes; in
the next section we study how to combine features for prediction.

3. PREDICTION FOUNDATIONS
Our path tracking approach is built on the ability to predict (albeit imperfectly) virtual path changes. We seek a predictor based
on an intuitive and parsimonious model rather than a black box.
However, virtual path changes are characterized by extreme variability and are influenced by many different factors, making model
building, and even feature selection, problematic. We employ RuleFit [13], a state-of-the-art supervised machine learning technique,
to bootstrap our modeling efforts. We use RuleFit for two main
purposes. First, to comprehensively examine the spectrum of features of Tab. 1 to determine the most predictive. Second, to act as a
benchmark representing in an approximate sense the best possible
prediction when large (off-line) resources are available for training.

3.1 RuleFit Overview
RuleFit [13] trains predictors based on rule ensembles. We
choose it over other alternatives (against which it compares favorably) for two reasons: (i) it ranks features by their importance for

prediction, (ii) it outputs easy-to-interpret rules that allow an understanding of how features are combined. We give a brief overview
of RuleFit, referring the reader to the original paper for details [13].
Rules combine one or more features into simple ‘and’ tests. Let
x be the feature vector in Tab. 1 and sf a specified subset of the
possible values of feature f . Then, a rule takes the form

I(xf ∈ sf ),
(1)
r(x) =
f

where I(·) is an indicator function. Rules take value one when all
features have values inside their corresponding ranges, else zero.
RuleFit first generates a large number of rules using decision
trees. It then trains a predictor of the form

ak rk (x),
(2)
φ̂(x) = a0 +
k

where the vector a is computed by solving an optimization problem that minimizes the Huber loss (a modified squared prediction
error robust to outliers) with an L1 penalty term. RuleFit also employs other robustness mechanisms, for example it trains and tests
on subsets of the training data internally to avoid overfitting.
Rule ensembles can exploit feature interdependence and capture
complex relationships between features and prediction goals. Crucially, RuleFit allows rules and features to be ordered by their importance. Rule importance is the product of the rule’s coefficient
and a measure of how well it splits the training set:

Ik = |ak | sk (1 − sk ),
where sk is the fraction of points in the training set where rk (x) =
1. Feature importance is computed as the sum of the normalized
importance of the rules where the feature appears:

If =
Ik /mk ,
(3)

and create a training point whenever the age of a route reaches a
bin boundary. We choose bin boundaries as equally-spaced percentiles of the distribution of route durations in the training set, as
this adapts naturally to distribution shape. Using five bins as example, we create training points whenever a route’s age reaches
zero seconds, 3.5 min., 12 min., 48 min., and 4 hours.

3.3 Test sets
Like training sets, test sets consist of test points which associate
virtual path features with correct predictions. Unlike training sets,
where the primary goal is to collect information important for prediction and where details may depend on the method to be trained,
for test sets the imperative is to emulate the information available
in the operational environment so that the predictor can be fairly
tested, and should be independent of the prediction method.
The raw dataset has too many points for use as a test set. To
reduce computational complexity, we build test sets by sampling
each virtual path at time points chosen according to a Poisson process, using the same sampling rate for each path. This corresponds
to examining the set of paths in a neutral way over time, which will
naturally include a diversity of behavior. For example, our test sets
include samples inside bursts of path changes, many samples from
a very long-lived route, and rare events such as of an old route just
before it changes.
We use an average per-path sampling period of four hours, resulting in at least two orders of magnitude more test points than training
points. We test each predictor against eight test sets (from different
seeds), for a total of 40 different training–test set combinations.
We ignore routes active at the beginning or the end of the dataset
when creating training and test sets, as their duration, age, and
residual lifetime are unknown. Similarly, we ignore all virtual path
changes in the first τ hours of the dataset (if τ = ∞) to avoid
biasing timescale-dependent features.

k:f ∈rk

where mk is the number of active features in rk .

3.2 RuleFit training sets
RuleFit, like any supervised learning algorithm, requires a training set consisting of training points that associate features with the
true values of metrics to be predicted. In our case, a training point,
say for residual lifetime, associates a virtual path at some time t,
represented by the features in Tab. 1, with the true residual lifetime
L(r) of the current route r = P (t). Separate but similar training is
performed for Nδ (P ) and Iδ (r).
To limit the computational load of training, which is high for
RuleFit, we control the total number of training points. For training
point selection, first note that a given virtual path has a change history that is crucial to capture for good prediction of its future. We
therefore build the required number of training points by extracting
rich path change information from a subset of paths, rather than extracting (potentially very) partial information from each path. We
retain path diversity through random path selection, and the use of
multiple training sets (at least five for each parameter configuration
we evaluate), obtained through using different random seeds.
For a given virtual path, we first include all explicit path change
information by creating a training point for each entry in the dataset
where a change was detected. However, such points all have (measured) current route age equal to zero (Sec. 2.1), whereas when
running live predictions in general are needed at any arbitrary time
point, with arbitrary route age. To capture the interdependence of
features and prediction targets on route age we include additional
synthetic points which do not appear in the dataset but which are
functions of it. To achieve this we discretize route age into bins

3.4 RuleFit configuration
In this section we study the impact of key parameters on prediction accuracy, pick practical default values, and justify our use of
RuleFit as a benchmark for predicting virtual path changes.
We study the impact of four parameters on prediction error:
the number of rules generated during training, the number of age
thresholds, the timescale τ , and the training set size. Each plot in
Fig. 3.1 varies the value of one parameter while keeping the others
fixed. We show results for EIδ with δ = 4 hours because this is
the prediction goal where the studied parameters have the greatest
impact. Results for other values and other prediction goals are qualitatively similar. We compute the prediction error rate only for test
points with route age less than 12 hours to focus on the differences
between configurations. As we discuss later, prediction accuracy is
identical for routes older than 12 hours regardless of configuration.
We plot the minimum, median, and maximum error rate over 40
combinations of training and test sets for each configuration.
Fig. 3.1(a) shows that the benefit of increasing the number of
generated rules is marginal beyond 200 for this data. Our interpretation is that at 200 or so rules, RuleFit has already been able to
exploit all information relevant for prediction. Therefore, we train
predictors with 200 rules unless stated otherwise.
Fig. 3.1(b) shows that prediction error decreases when we add
additional points with age diversity into training sets as described
in Sec. 3.2. However, as few as three age bins are enough to achieve
accurate predictions, and improvement after six is minimal. Therefore, we train predictors with six age bins unless stated otherwise.
Fig. 3.1(c) shows that the timescale τ used to compute timescaledependent features has little impact on prediction accuracy. A pos-
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PATH F EATURE
Prevalence of the current route (τ = 1 day)
Num. of virtual path changes (τ = 1 day)
Num. of previous occ. of the current route (τ = 1 day)
Route age
Times since most recent occs. of the current route
Edit distance (last change)
Duration of the previous route
Standard deviation of route durations (τ = 1 day)
Length difference (last change)
All other features

I MPORTANCE
1.0
.624
.216
.116
≤ .072
.015
.014
.014
.012
≤ .010

Table 2: Feature importance according to RuleFit.
sible explanation is that only the long term mean value of timescaledependent features is predictive, and that RuleFit discovers this and
only builds the means of these features into the predictor (or ignores
them). Therefore, we train predictors with timescale-dependent
features computed with τ = 1 day.
Finally, Fig. 3.1(d) shows the impact of the number of virtual
path changes in a training set. Training sets with too few changes
fail to capture the virtual path change diversity present in test sets,
resulting in predictors that do not generalize. Prediction accuracy
increases quickly with training set size before flattening out. We
use training sets with 200,000 virtual path changes (around 2.4%
of those in the dataset) unless stated otherwise.
We justify our use of RuleFit as a benchmark for predicting
changes, based on a given (incomplete) dataset, on: (i) we provide RuleFit with a rich feature set, (ii) RuleFit performs an extensive search of feature combinations to predict residual lifetimes,
and (iii) our evaluation shows that changing RuleFit’s parameters
is unlikely to improve prediction accuracy significantly. This is an
empirical approach to approximately measure the limits to prediction using a given dataset. Determining actual limits would only be
possible given information-theoretic or statistical assumptions on
the data, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

3.5 Feature selection
We compute feature importance with Eq. (3) and normalize using the most important feature. Tab. 2 shows the resulting ordered
features, with normalized importance averaged over 50 predictors
for each of residual lifetime, number of changes, and Iδ .
Route prevalence is the most important feature, helped by its
correlation with route age. It is clear why route prevalence alone is
insufficient. It cannot differentiate a young current route that also
occurred repeatedly in the time window of width τ , from a middleaged current route, as both have intermediate prevalence values.
The second, third, and fourth most important features are the
number of virtual path changes, the number of occurrences of the
current route, and route age. Predicted residual lifetimes increase
as route age and prevalence increase, but decrease as the number of

Prediction Error Rate (I4h)

Figure 3: Impact of the (a) number of rules, (b) number of age bins, (c) timescale τ , and (d) training set size on RuleFit accuracy
(test points with route age less than 12 hours).
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Figure 4: EI4h for predictors trained with the most important
features (test points with route age < 12 hours).
virtual path changes and occurrences of the current route increase.
Results for the number of changes and Iδ are similar.
The fifth most important feature is the times (1st up to 5th) of the
most recent occurrences of the current route. The low importance
of this and the other event-based feature suggests that, contrary to
our initial hopes, patterns of changes are too variable, or too rare,
to be useful for prediction.
To evaluate more objectively the utility of RuleFit’s feature importance measure, Fig. 4 shows EIδ=4h for predictors trained with
training sets containing only the top p features, for p = 1 to 5.
The improvements in performance with the addition of each new
feature are consistent with the importance rankings from Tab. 2.
Importantly, we see that the top four features generate predictors
which are almost as accurate as those trained on all features.

4. NEAREST–NEIGHBOR PREDICTOR
We design and evaluate a simple predictor which is almost as
accurate as RuleFit while overcoming its slow and computationally
expensive training, its difficult integration into other systems, and
the lack of insight and control arising from its black box nature.

4.1 NN4: Definition
We start from the observation that the top four features from
Tab. 2 carry almost all of the usable information. Since virtual paths
are so variable and the RuleFit models we obtained are so complex,
simple analytic models are not serious candidates as a basis for prediction. We select a nearest-neighbor approach as it captures empirical dependences effectively and flexibly. Using only four features
avoids the dimensionality problems inherent to such predictors [5]
and allows for a very simple method, which we name NN4.

4.1.1 Method overview
Like all nearest-neighbor predictors, we compute predictions for
a virtual path with feature vector x based on training points with

L̂(r) = E[{L(Ps (ts )) | s ∈ P(P )}],
N̂δ (P ) = E[{Nδ (Ps ) | s ∈ P(P )}],
where training point s corresponds to the path Ps at time ts . Similarly, we predict Iˆδ (r) = 1 if more than half the training points in
P(P ) change within a time interval δ:
Iˆδ (r) = ⌊E[{Iδ (Ps (ts )) | s ∈ P(P )}] + 0.5⌋.
The cost of a prediction in NN4 is O(1), while in RuleFit it is
O(r), where r is the number of rules in the model. NN4 can be
easily implemented, while RuleFit is available as a binary module
that cannot be accessed directly and requires external libraries.

4.1.2 Training
To allow a meaningful comparison in our evaluation, each training for NN4 reuses the virtual paths of some RuleFit training set.
Consider a virtual path P (ts ) chosen for training. As ts progresses, the associated feature vector x(ts ) moves between the different partitions. For example, for long-lived routes, x(ts ) evolves
toward the partition with 100% prevalence, zero changes, no previous occurrences, and the oldest age bin (before resetting to zero age
etc. when/if the path changes). We need to sample this trajectory
in a way that preserves all important information about the changes
in the three prediction goals (L, Nδ , Iδ ). Just as in RuleFit, we
need to supplement the changes that occur explicitly in the dataset
with additional training points occurring inbetween change points.
Here we need to add additional samples to capture the diversity not
only of age, but also the other three dimensions. In fact we can
do much better than a discrete sampling leading to a set of training time points. From the dataset we can actually calculate when
the path enters and exits the partitions it visits, its sojourn time in
each, and the proportions of the sojourn time when a prediction
goal takes a given value. For each partition (and prediction goal)
we are then able to calculate the exact time-weighted average of the
value over the partition. The result is a precomputed prediction for
each partition traversed by the path that emulates a continuous-time
sampling. Final per-partition predictions are formed by averaging
over all paths traversing a partition.

4.1.3 Configuration
Apart from δ, the only parameter of our predictor is the number of bins b we use to partition each feature. We choose a shared

Prediction Error Rate (I4h)

feature vectors that are ‘close’ to x. The first challenge is to define
a meaningful distance metric. This is difficult as feature domains
differ (prevalence is a fraction, the number of changes and previous
occurrences are integers, and route age is a real), have different
semantics, and impact virtual path changes differently.
To avoid the pitfalls of some more or less arbitrary choice of
distance metric, we instead partition the feature space into 4 dimensional ‘cubes’, or partitions, based on discretising each feature.
Discretisation creates artifacts related to bin boundaries and resolution loss; however, the advantages are simplicity and the retention
of a meaningful notion of distance for each feature individually. To
avoid rigid fixed bin boundaries, for each feature we choose them
as equally-spaced percentiles of their corresponding distribution,
computed over all virtual path changes in the training set (as we
did for route age in Sec. 3.2).
We denote the partition containing the feature vector of path P at
time t as P(P, t) or simply P(P ). We predict the residual lifetime
of r = P (t) and the number of changes in the next δ interval as
the averages of the true values of these quantities over all training
points in the partition P(P ):
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Figure 5: Impact of the number of feature bins on prediction
accuracy (test points with age < 12 hours).
number of bins for parsimony, since when studying each feature
separately (not shown) the optimal point was similar for each. The
tradeoff here is clear. Too few bins and distinct change behaviors
important for prediction are averaged away. Too many bins and
partitions contain insufficient training information resulting in erratic predictions. We found in Sec. 3.4 that six bins were sufficient
for route age. We now examine the three remaining features.
Fig. 5 shows EIδ with δ = 4 hours as a function of b, restricting
to test points with route age below 12 hours where the b dependence is strongest. We see that values in [6, 20] achieve a good
compromise. We use b = 10 in what follows.

4.2 NN4: Evaluation
We evaluate the prediction accuracy of NN4 and compare it to
our operational benchmark, RuleFit, discovering in the process the
limitations of this kind of prediction in general. We will find that
only very rough prediction is feasible, but in the next section we
show that it is nonetheless of great benefit to path tracking. For
each method we generate new training and test sets in order to test
the robustness of the configuration settings determined above.

4.2.1 Predicting residual lifetime
Fig. 6(Top) shows the distribution of EL (r), the relative error of
L̂(r). An accurate predictor would have a sharp increase close to
EL = 0 (dotted line), but this is not what we see. Specifically, only
33.5% of the RuleFit and 31.1% of the nearest-neighbor predictions
have −0.5 ≤ EL ≤ 1 (see symbols on the curves). Predictions
miss the true residual lifetimes by a significant amount around 70%
of the time. As this is true not only of NN4 but also for RuleFit,
we conjecture that accurate prediction of route residual lifetimes
is too precise an objective with traceroute-based datasets. It does
not follow, however, that L̂(r) is not a useful quantity to estimate.
We can still estimate its order of magnitude well in most cases, and
this is enough to bring important benefits to path tracking, as we
show later. The error of NN4 is considerable larger than that of the
benchmark but it is of the same order of magnitude.

4.2.2 Predicting number of changes
Fig. 6(Bottom) shows the distribution of ENδ , the error of N̂δ ,
for NN4 for all test points with route age less than 12 hours.
The errors for RuleFit are similar. Errors for test points in routes
older than 12 hours are significantly smaller (not shown) because
a predictor can perform well simply by outputting “no change”
(N̂δ = 0). We focus here on the difficult case of A < 12h.
Unlike residual lifetimes, the sharp increase near zero means
most predictions are accurate. For example, 90.2% of test points
have −2 < EN4h < 2, and accuracy increases for smaller val-
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Figure 6: Distribution of prediction error. Top: L; Bottom: Nδ
based on NN4 (for age < 12h).

Figure 7: EIδ as a function of route prevalence for various values of δ. Top: NN4; Bottom: RuleFit comparison.

ues of δ. However, predicting the number of changes over long
intervals such as 24 hours cannot be done accurately. Note that
simply guessing that Nδ = 0 also works well for very small δ. Although Nδ is a less ambitious target than L, it remains difficult to
estimate from traceroute-type data. Again, however, prediction is
sufficiently good to bring important tracking benefits.

The situation is more complex when δ = 24h, with errors beginning low and increasing substantially before finally peaking and
then decreasing at very high prevalence. This happens because for
larger values of δ, routes with low prevalence have a high probability of changing. Predictors exploit this and output I24h (r) = 1 more
often (in fact more than 80% of the time for paths with prevalence
under 0.2). Prediction error is highest at intermediate prevalence
values, as these routes have a probability close to 50% of changing
in the next 24 hours. Finally, prediction error decreases for routes
with high prevalence: as routes become stable the same mechanism
noted above for smaller δ kicks in.
We now provide a comparison against RuleFit, focusing on small
to medium δ. Fig. 7(Bottom) shows that NN4 and RuleFit have
equivalent prediction accuracy across all values of prevalence. In
fact NN4 is marginally (up to 2%) better here, where we used
the default RuleFit configuration. Their performance is close to
identical when using the more generous RuleFit configuration (see
Sec. 3) with 500 rules and 12 age bins.
The plot also shows results for a simple baseline predictor that
always predicts Iˆδ (r) = 0 (no change). Our predictor is better
for routes with prevalence smaller than 0.7 which are more likely
to change than not, but for high-prevalence routes all predictors
predict “no change” and are equivalent. For routes with prevalence
below 0.7, NN4 reduces the baseline predictor’s EI4h from 0.296
to 0.231 (22%), and EI1h from 0.163 to 0.131 (20%).
Summary. Prediction is easiest when δ is small and prevalence is
high. This is a promising result as most Internet routes are longlived and have high prevalence; moreover, applications like topology mapping need to predict changes within short time intervals.
NN4 predicts Iδ reasonably well, and errors ultimately fall to just
a few percent as route prevalence increases and as δ decreases. We
have tested the sensitivity to training and test sets, monitor choice,
and overall probing rate, and found it to be very low.

4.2.3 Predicting a change in next δ interval
We now study whether the current route of a given path will
change within the next time interval of width δ. We expect Iδ to be
easier to predict than L or Nδ .
Fig. 7(Top) shows NN4’s prediction error as a function of route
prevalence for δ between 1 hour and 1 day (results for RuleFit are
very similar and are omitted for clarity). We group route prevalence
into fixed-width bins and compute the error from all test points
falling within each bin (these bins are distinct from the constantprobability bins underlying NN4’s partitions). For each bin, we
show the minimum, median, and maximum error among the 40
training and test set combinations. Such a breakdown is very useful as it allows us to resolve where prediction is more successful, or
more challenging. For example, since routes with prevalence 1 are
very common, a simple global average over all prevalence values
would drown out the results from routes with prevalence below 1.
First consider the results for δ = 1h and 4h. The main observation is that error drops as prevalence increases. This is because
routes with high prevalence are unlikely to change, and a prediction
of “no change” (Iˆδ (r) = 0), which the predictors output increasingly often, becomes increasingly valid as prevalence increases.
We also see that, for all prevalence values, error is lower for smaller
δ. This makes intuitive sense since prediction further into the future
is in general more difficult. More precisely, the probability that a
route will change in a time interval δ decreases as δ decreases, and
predictors exploit this by predicting “no change” more often.

5.

TRACKING VIRTUAL PATH CHANGES

We now apply our findings to the problem of the efficient and
accurate tracking of a set of virtual paths over time. We describe
and evaluate our tracking technique, DTRACK.

5.1

DTRACK

We define two variants depending on the definition of L̂(p):
L̂(p) is estimated by NN4,
RL - AGE : L̂(p) is predicted as the average residual lifetime of all
route instances in the dataset with duration larger than A(r), i.e.,
RL :

L̂′ (r) = E[{D(s) | s ∈ R and D(s) > A(r)}] − A(r),

overview

Path tracking faces two core tasks: path change detection (how
best to schedule probes to hunt for changes), and path remapping
(what to do when they are found). For the latter, inspired by FastMapping [8], DTRACK uses Paris traceroute’s MDA to accurately
measure the current route of monitored paths both at start up and
after any detection of change. This is vital, since confusing path
changes with load balancing effects makes ‘tracking’ meaningless.
For change detection, DTRACK is novel at two levels.
Across paths: paths are given dedicated sampling rates guided by
NN4 to focus effort where changes are more likely to occur. Without this, probes are wasted on paths where nothing is happening.
Within paths: a path ‘sample’ is a single probe rather than a full
traceroute, whose target interface is carefully chosen to combine
the benefits of Paris Traceroute over time with efficiencies arising
from exploiting links shared between paths. This allows changes to
be spotted more quickly.
DTRACK monitors operate independently and use only locally
available information. Each monitor takes three inputs: a predictor
of virtual path changes, a set D of virtual paths to monitor, and a
probing budget; and consists of three main routines: sampling rate
allocation, change tracking, and change remapping. When a change
is detected in a path through sampling, that path is remapped, and
sampling rates for all paths are recomputed. A probing budget is
commonly used to control the average resource use [14, 25].

where R is the set of all route instances in the dataset.
Finally, for comparison we add an oracular method which knows
the true L(p) and is not subject to rate limits: 
′
′
RL - ORACLE : λp = a /L(p) where a = Bs
q 1/L(q).
Minimizing missed changes (MINMISS, used in DTRACK ). We
use a Poisson process as a simple model for when changes occur.
With this assumption we are able to select rates that minimize the
expected number of missed changes over the prediction horizon δ.
This combines prediction of Nδ with a notion of sampling more
where the pay off is higher. The rate µc (p) of the Poisson change
process is estimated as µc (p) = N̂δ (p)/δ.
We idealize samples as occurring periodically with separation
1/λp . By the properties of a Poisson process, the changes falling
within successive gaps between samples are i.i.d. Poisson random
variables with parameter µ = µc (p)/λp = N̂δ /(δλp ). Let C
be the number of changes in a gap and M the number of these
missed by the sample at the gap’s end. It is easy to see that M =
max(0, C −1), since a sample can see at most one change (here we
assume that there is at most one instance of any route in the gap).
The expected number of missed changes in a gap is then
E[M (µ)] =

λp ∈ {λmax , a/L̂(p), λmin }

=

(4)

and require that λp ≥ λq if L(p) < L(q) and λmin ≤ λp ≤
λ
max for all p, where a is a renormalisation constant which respects
p λp = Bs while minimizing the number of paths with rates
clipped at λmin or λmax .

mPr(M = m) =

e−µ

∞


mPr(C = m + 1)

m=1

m=0

5.2 Path sampling rate allocation
For each path p in D, DTRACK uses NN4 to determine the rate λp
at which to sample it. Sampling rates are updated whenever there is
a change in the predictions, i.e., whenever any virtual path’s feature
vector changes its NN4 partition. This can happen as a result of a
change detection or simply route aging.
We constrain sampling rates to the range λmin ≤ λp ≤ λmax .
Setting λmin > 0 guarantees that all paths are sampled regularly,
which safeguards against poor predictions on very long lived paths.
An upper rate limit is needed to avoid probes appearing as an attack
(λmax implements the “politeness” of the tracking method [18]).
Based on the monitor’s probe budget of B probes per second,
a sampling budget of Bs samples per second for change detection
alone can be derived (Sec. 5.4). To be feasible, the rate limits must
obey λmin ≤ Bs /|D| ≤ λmax , where |D| is the number of paths.
We now describe three allocation methods for the sampling rates
λp . The first two are based on residual life and the third minimizes
the number of missed changes.
Residual lifetime allocation. Since 1/L is precisely the rate that
would place a sample right at the next change, allocating sampling
rates proportional to 1/L̂ is a natural choice. We will see that despite the poor accuracy of L̂ found before, this is far better than the
traditional uniform allocation. To approximate this we define rates
to take values in

∞


∞

mµm+1
= µ − 1 + e−µ .
(m + 1)!
m=1

(5)

Summing over the δλp gaps, we compute the sampling rates as the
solution of the following optimization problem:


N̂δ + δλp (e−N̂δ /(δλp ) −1)
δλp (µ − 1 + e−µ ) =
min :
{λp }

p

p

such that



λp = Bs , λmin ≤ λp ≤ λmax , ∀p.

p

We also evaluated Iδ as the basis of rate allocation, but as it is
inferior to MINMISS, we omit it for space reasons.
Implementation. Path sampling in DTRACK is controlled to be
‘noisily periodic’. As pointed out in [4], strictly periodic sampling
carries the danger of phase locking with periodic network events.
Aided by the natural randomness of round-trip-times, our implementation ensures that sampling has the noise in inter-sample
times recommended to avoid such problems [3].
DTRACK maintains a FIFO event queue which emits a sample every 1/Bs seconds on average. Path p maintains a timer
T (p). When T (p) = 0 the next sample request is appended
to the queue and the timer reset to T (p) = 1/λp . Whenever DTRACK updates sampling rates, the timers are rescaled as
Tnew (p) = Told (p)λold,p /λnew,p . Path timers are staggered at initialization by setting T (pi ) = i/Bs , where i indexes virtual paths.

5.3 In-path sampling strategies
By a sample of a path we mean a measurement, using one or
more probes, of its current route. At one extreme a sample could
correspond to a detailed route mapping using MDA; however, when
checking for route changes rather than mapping from scratch, this
is too expensive. We now investigate a number of alternatives that

are less rigorous (a change may be missed) but cheaper, for example sending just a single probe. In each case however the sample is
load-balancing aware, that is we make use of the flow-id to interface mapping, established by the last full MDA, to target interfaces
to test in an informed and strategic way. Thus, although a single
sample takes only a partial look at a path and may miss a change,
it will not flag a change where none exists, and can still cover the
entire route through multiple samples over time.
In what follows we describe a single sample of each technique
applied to a single path.
Per-sequence A single interface sequence from the route is selected, and its interfaces are probed in order from the monitor to the
destination using a single probe each. Subsequent samples select
other sequences in some order until all are sampled and the route is
covered, before repeating. This strategy gives detailed information
but uses many probes in a short space of time. FastMapping has a
similar strategy only it probes a single sequence repeatedly rather
than looping over all sequences.
Per-probe The interface testing schedule is exactly as for persequence, however only a single probe is sent, so the probing of
each sequence (and ultimately each interface in the route) is spread
out over multiple samples.
The above methods treat each path in isolation, but paths originated at a single monitor often have shared links. Doubletree [11]
and Tracetree [17] assume that the topology from a monitor to a set
of destinations is a tree. They reduce redundant probes close to the
monitor by doing backwards probing (from the destinations back
to the monitor). Inspired by this approach, we describe methods
that exploit spatial information, namely knowledge of shared links,
to reduce wasteful probing while remaining load-balancing-aware.
We define a link as a pair of consecutive interfaces found on some
path, which can be thought of as a set of links. Many paths may
share a given link.
Per-link A single probe is sent, targeting the far interface of the
least recently sampled link. The per-link sample sharing scheme
means that the timestamp recording the last sampling of a given
link is updated by any path that contains it. The result is that a
given path does not have to sample shared links as often, instead focussing more on links near the destination. Globally over all links,
the allocation of probes to links becomes closer to uniform.
Per-safelink As for per-link, except that a shared link only triggers
sample sharing when in addition an entire subsequence, from the
monitor down to the interface just past the link, is shared.
Any method that tries to increase probe efficiency through
knowledge of how paths share interfaces can fail. This happens
when a change occurs at a link (say ℓ) in some path p, but the monitor probes ℓ using a path other than p, for which ℓ has not changed.
To help reduce the frequency of such events, per-link strengthens
the definition of sharing from an interface to a link, and per-safelink
expands it further to a subsequence.
Finally, for comparison we add an oracular method:
Per-oracle A single probe is sent, whose perfect interface targeting
will always find a change if one exists.

5.4 Evaluation methodology
We describe how we evaluate DTRACK and compare it to other
tracking techniques.
Trace-driven simulation. We build a simulator that takes a dataset
with raw traceroutes as input, and for each change in each path
extracts a timestamp and the associated route description. It then
simulates how each change tracking technique would probe these

paths, complete with their missed changes and estimated (hence
inaccurate) feature vectors.
We use the traces described in Sec. 2.2 as input for our evaluation. Different monitors in this dataset probe paths at different frequencies. Let rmin be the minimum interval between two consecutive path measurements from a monitor. We set λmax = 1/rmin persequence samples per second (the average value over all monitors is
1/190), and this is scaled appropriately for other sampling strategies. This setting is natural in our trace-driven approach: probing faster than 1/rmin is meaningless because the dataset contains
no path data more frequent than every rmin , and lower λmax would
guarantee that some changes would be missed. We set λmin = 0 for
all monitors.
Setting probe budgets. The total probe budget B is the sum
of a detection budget Bd used in sampling for change detection,
and a remapping budget or cost Br for route remapping. Let
the number of probes per sample be denoted by n(sam), where
sam ∈ {s, p, l, sl, o} is one of sampling methods above. The total
budget (in probes per second) can be written as
B = Bd + Br = n(sam)Bs + Nr · MDA,

(6)

where MDA is the average number of probes in a remapping, and
Nr is the average number of remappings per second.
When running live in an operational environment, typical estimates of Nr and MDA can be used to determine Bs based on
the monitor parameter B. Our needs here are quite different. For
the purposes of a fair comparison we control Bd to be the same
for all methods, so that the sampling rates will be determined by
Bs = Bd /n(sam) where sam is the sampling method in use. This
makes it much easier to give each method the same resources, since
we cannot predict how many changes different methods may find.
More importantly, it does not make sense in this context to give
each method the same total budget B, since the principal measure of success is the detection of as many changes as possible.
More detections inevitably means increased remapping cost, but it
would be contradictory to focus on Br and to view this as a failing.
The remapping cost is essentially just proportional to the number
of changes found and, although important for the end system, is not
of central interest for assessing detection performance. We provide
some system examples below based on equal B.
The default MDA parameters are very conservative, leading to
high probe use. However, it is stated [31] that much less conservative parameters can be used with little ill effect. In this paper we
use default parameters for simplicity, since the change detection
performance is our main focus.
Performance metrics. We evaluate two performance metrics for
tracking techniques: the fraction of missed virtual path changes,
and the change detection delay.
A change can be missed through a sample failing to detect a
change, or because of undersampling. We give two examples of
the latter. If a path changes from r1 to r2 and back to r1 before
a sample, then the tracking technique will miss two changes and
think that the path is stable between the two probes. If instead the
path changes from r1 to r2 to r3 , then tracking will detect a change
from r1 to r3 . For each detected change (and only for detected
changes), we compute the detection delay as the time of the detection minus the time of the last true change.
Alternative tracking techniques. We compare DTRACK against
two other techniques: FastMapping [8] (Sec. 2.2) and Tracetree [17] (Sec. 5.3).
Comparing Tracetree against FastMapping and DTRACK is difficult because Tracetree assumes a tree topology, and is also obliv-
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Figure 8: Fraction of missed changes versus detection budget per path (Bd /|D|): (a) comparing path sampling rate allocation (using
per-sequence) (b) comparing sampling methods (using MINMISS), (c) comparing DTRACK to alternatives.
ious to load balancing. As such, Tracetree detects many changes
that do not correspond to any real change in any path. To help
quantify these false positives and to make comparison more meaningful, in addition to the total number of Tracetree ‘changes’ detected we compute a cleaned version by assisting Tracetree in three
ways. We filter out all changes induced by load balancing; ignore
all changes due to violation of the tree hypothesis; and whenever
a probe detects a change, we consider that it detects changes in all
virtual paths that traverse the changed link (even though they were
not directly probed). The result is “Assisted Tracetree”.

5.5 Evaluation of path rate allocation
This section evaluates RL , RL - AGE , and MINMISS, using persequence, the simplest sampling scheme. Fig. 8(a) shows the fraction of changes missed as a function of Bd /|D|, the detection budget per path. Normalizing per-path facilitates comparison for other
datasets. For example, CAIDA’s Ark project [14] and DIMES [25]
use approximately 0.17×10−3 and 8.88×10−3 probes per second
per virtual path, respectively.
When the budget is too small, not even the oracle can track all
changes; whereas in the high budget limit all techniques converge
to zero misses. We see that Ark’s probing budget is the range where
even the oracle misses 72% of changes. To track changes more
efficiently Ark would need more monitors, each tracking a smaller
number of paths.
Comparing RL - AGE and RL shows that NN4 reduces the number of missed changes over the simple age-based predictor by up
to 47% when the sampling budget is small. For sampling budgets higher than 30 × 10−3 both RL - AGE and RL perform similarly as most missed changes happen in old, high-prevalence paths
where predictors behave similarly. MINMISS reduces the number
of missed changes by less than 11% compared to RL . We adopt
MINMISS in DTRACK . It is unlikely that we can improve its performance, even if we could it would require a significantly more
complex model.

5.6 Evaluation of in-path sampling
We now use MINMISS as the path rate allocation method, and
compare the performance of the in-path sampling strategies using Fig. 8(b) (“minimize misses” in Fig. 8(a) and “per-sequence”
in Fig. 8(b) are the same).
The per-probe strategy improves on per-sequence by up to
54%. Per-sequence sampling often wastes probes as once a single
changed interface is detected, there is no need to sample the rest
of the sequence or route, the route can be remapped immediately,
and so the search for the next change begins earlier. Per-probe also
has a large advantage in spotting short-lived routes, as its sampling

rate is n(s) times higher (around 16 times in our data) than persequence, greatly decreasing the risk of skipping over them.
Each of per-link and per-probe use a single probe per sample,
but from Fig. 8(b) the latter is clearly superior. This is because
the efficiency gains of the sample-sharing strategy of per-link are
outweighed by the inherent risks of missed changes (as explained
at the end of Sec. 5.3). This tradeoff becomes steadily worse as
probing budget increases, in fact for this strategy the error saturates
rather than tending to zero in the limit.
Per-safelink sampling addresses the worst risks of per-link, and
over low detection budgets is the best strategy, with up to 28%
fewer misses than per-probe. However, at high sampling rates a
milder form of the issue affecting per-link still arises, and again
the error saturates rather than tending to zero. These results show
that exploiting spatial information (like shared links) must be done
with great care in the context of tracking, as the very assumptions
one is relying on for efficiencies are, by definition, changing (see
Tracetree results below).
By default we use per-safelink sampling in DTRACK, as we expect most deployments to operate at low sampling budgets (e.g.,
DIMES and CAIDA’s Ark). At very high sampling budgets we
recommend per-probe sampling.

5.7 Comparing DTRACK to alternatives
Fig. 8(c) replots the per-probe and per-safelink curves from
Fig. 8(b) on a logarithmic scale, and compares against FastMapping
and the assisted form of Tracetree. Each variant of DTRACK outperforms FastMapping by a large margin, up to 89% at intermediate
detection budgets. DTRACK also outperforms Assisted Tracetree
for all detection budgets, despite the significant degree of assistance
provided. We attribute this mainly to the failure of the underlying
tree assumption because of load balancing, traffic engineering, and
typical AS peering practices. Real (unassisted) Tracetree also suffers from false positives, which in fact grow linearly in probing
budget. Already for a detection budget of 8 × 10−3 probes per
second per path, Tracetree infers 17 times more false positives than
there are real changes in the dataset!
As an example of the benefits that DTRACK can bring, DIMES,
which uses Bd /|D| = 8.88 × 10−3 probes per second per path,
would miss 86% fewer changes (detect 220% more) by using
DTRACK instead of periodic traceroutes.
Fig. 9 shows the average remapping cost as a function of sampling budget for DTRACK and FastMapping. Real deployments can
reduce remapping costs compared to the results we show by configuring MDA to use less probes [31]. We omit Tracetree as it does
not perform remapping.
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Figure 9: Remapping cost for a given detection budget.
Fig. 9 gives Br /B = (B −Bd )/B, the fraction of the probing
budget that is used for remapping. At low detection budgets, sampling frequency is lower and each sample has a higher probability
to detect a change (as well as to miss others). In such scenarios the
remapping cost is comparable to the total budget. As the sampling
budget increases, the number of changes detected stabilizes and the
remapping cost becomes less significant relative to the total.
Taking again the example of DIMES, even including DTRACK’s
remapping cost, DIMES would miss 73% less (or detect twice
as many) changes using DTRACK instead of periodic traceroutes,
while providing complete load balancing information.
Fig. 9 allows an operator to compute an initial sampling budget
so that DTRACK respects a desired total probing budget B in a real
deployment. After DTRACK is running, the operator can readjust
the sampling budget as a function of the actual remapping cost.
Fig. 10 shows the distribution of the detection delay of detected
changes for the different tracking techniques, given a detection budget of Bd /|D| = 16 × 10−3 probes per second per path. Results
for other detection budgets are qualitatively similar. We normalize
the detection delay by FastMapping’s virtual path sampling period
(which is common to all paths).
We see that FastMapping detection delay is in a sense the worst
possible, being almost uniform over the path sampling period.
Tracetree samples paths more frequently and achieves lower detection delay. However, both FastMapping and Tracetree are limited
by sampling all paths at the same rate. DTRACK (per-safelink) reduces average detection delay by 57% over FastMapping and has
lower delay 99.8% of the time, the exceptions being, not surprisingly, on paths with low sampling budgets.
Low detection delay is important to increase the fidelity of fault
detection and tomographic techniques. To see the benefits, say that
a monitor uses a total budget B of 64 kbits/sec to track 8,000 paths.
It would detect 52% more changes by replacing periodic traceroutes with DTRACK (using safelink) and it would detect 90% of
path changes with a delay below 125 seconds. Replacing classic
traceroute by MDA also has the benefit of getting complete and
accurate routes.
Summary. Our results indicate that DTRACK not only detects more
changes, but also has lower detection delay, which should directly
benefit applications that need up-to-date information on path stability and network topology.

6.

RELATED WORK

Forwarding vs. routing dynamics. Internet path dynamics and
routing behavior have captured the interest of the research community since the mid-90s with Paxson’s study of end-to-end rout-
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Figure 10: Distribution of detection delay normalized by FastMapping’s virtual path sampling period.
ing behavior [24] and Labovitz et al.’s findings on BGP instabilities [16]. In this paper, we follow Paxson’s approach of using
traceroute-style probing to infer end-to-end routes and track virtual
path changes. Traceroute is appealing for tracking virtual paths
from monitors located at the edge of the Internet for two main
reasons. First, traceroute directly measures the forwarding path,
whereas AS paths inferred from BGP messages may not match the
AS-level forwarding path [21]. Second, traceroute runs from any
host connected to the Internet with no privileged access to routers,
whereas the collection of BGP messages requires direct access to
routers. Although RouteViews and RIPE collect BGP data from
some routers for the community, public BGP data lacks visibility
to track all path changes from a given vantage point [7, 29]. When
BGP messages from a router close to the traceroute monitor are
available, they could help tracking virtual path changes. For instance, Feamster et al. [12] showed that BGP messages could be
used to predict about 20% of the path failures in their study. We
will study how to incorporate BGP messages in our prediction and
tracking methods in future work.
Characterization and prediction of path behavior. Some of the
virtual path features that we study are inspired by previous characterizations of Internet paths [2, 12, 24] as discussed in Sec. 2.4.
None of these characterization studies, however, use these features
to predict future path changes. Although to our knowledge there is
no prior work on predicting path changes, Zhang et al. [33] studied
the degree of constancy of path performance properties (loss, delay, and throughput); constancy is closely related to predictability.
Later studies have used past path performance (for instance, endto-end losses [28] or round-trip delays [6]) to predict future performance. iNano [20] also “predicts” a number of path properties
including PoP-level routes, but their meaning for route prediction
is different than ours. Their goal is to predict the PoP-level route of
an arbitrary end-to-end path, even though the system only directly
measures the route of a small sub-set of paths. iNano only refreshes
measurements once per day and as such cannot track path changes.
Topology mapping techniques. Topology mapping systems [14,
17, 19, 25] often track routes to a large number of destinations.
Many of the topology discovery techniques focus on getting more
complete or accurate topology maps by resolving different interfaces to a single router [26, 27], selecting traceroute’s sources and
destinations to better cover the topology [27], or using the recordroute IP option to complement traceroutes [26]. DTRACK is a good
complement to all these techniques. We argue that to get more accurate maps, we should focus the probing capacity on the paths that
are changing, and also explore spatio-temporal alternatives to simple traditional traceroute sampling. One approach to tracking the

evolution of IP topologies is to exploit knowledge of shared links
to reduce probing overhead and consequently probe the topology
faster as Tracetree [17] and Doubletree [11] do. As we show in
Sec. 5, Tracetree leads to a very large number of false detections.
Thus, we choose to guarantee the accuracy and completeness of
measured routes by using Paris traceroute’s MDA [31]. Most comparable to DTRACK is FastMapping [8]. Sec. 5 shows that DTRACK,
because of its adaptive probing allocation (instead of a constant
rate for all paths) and single-probe sampling strategy (compared to
an entire branch of the route at a time), misses up to 89% fewer
changes than FastMapping.

7.

CONCLUSION

This paper presented DTRACK, a path tracking strategy that proceeds in two steps: path change detection and path remapping. We
designed NN4, a simple predictor of path changes that uses as input: route prevalence, route age, number of past route changes, and
number of times a route appeared in the past. Although we found
that the limits to prediction in general are strong and in particular that NN4 is not highly accurate, it is still useful for allocating
probes to paths. DTRACK optimizes path sampling rates based on
NN4 predictions. Within each path, DTRACK employs a kind of
temporal striping of Paris traceroute. When a change is detected,
path remapping uses Paris traceroute’s MDA to ensure complete
and accurate route measurements. DTRACK detects up to two times
more path changes when compared to the state-of-the-art tracking
technique, with lower detection delays, and whilst providing complete load balancer information. DTRACK finds considerably more
true changes than Tracetree, and none of the very large number of
false positives. More generally, we point out that any approach that
exploits shared links runs the risk of errors being greatly magnified
in the tracking application, and should be used with great care.
To accelerate the adoption of DTRACK, our immediate next step
is to implement DTRACK into an easy-to-use system and deploy
it on PlanetLab as a path tracking service. For future work, we
will investigate the benefits of incorporating additional information, such as BGP messages, to increase prediction accuracy, as
well as the benefits of coordinating the probing effort across monitors to further optimize probing.
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